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REUSE COLLECTION inspired by Dadaism

Reuse Collection mixed media on canvas and art magazines, design magazine. This is because like the 
Dadaists maked, an image or an object can take on di�erent meanings. They are a cycle of pictorial works 
with incorrect technique on already painted canvases, sheets of art magazines, or sheets of design magazi-
nes, this because as the Dadaists have done, the image of an object uses di�erent meanings or contextuali-
zations. It therefore becomes a pictorial ready made. In this way, for example, a newspaper page is no 
longer useful for the article itself but for the new image that results. In the same way an advertising page 
relives attention but not for advertising itself, but is looked at with di�erent eyes and loses its original 
meaning because it is now seen as a work of art or in any case as something else than if the discussion 
remained in the magazine it would no longer be noticed or would not be a topic of discussion. In fact in 
Reuse 2019 we have the pictorial ready made of the journey (background with suitcase), of the highly 
contested cruise ships in Venice (background with ship), of the theme of marriage with the bride (today 
what family does the future have?), Del the theme of cars (pollution) or of owning objects as in the case of 
furniture or jewelery or watches as a status symbol ... There are many points for discussion, a second of the 
background that we have examined. 

oil on paper  40x30cm with frame 
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THE 
REBIRTH

Manuel Remeggio’s Reuse Collection 
breathes new life into reappropriated 

images. Bazaar learns more about 
making the familiar new

THE CULTURE
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Words by BIANCA BRIGITTE BONOMI
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 The CULTURE

For Treviso-based Italian artist Manuel 
Remeggio, art has always been a part of his 
life. “My family showed me the beauty of 
being curious in exploring life,” he says. It 
was ingrained in him and became a passion 

that saw him study in Venice and, later, London. It was 
here, whilst studying Fine Art at Middlesex University, that 
he first became conscious of the ‘aporetic’ quality of his 
work – an ancient Greek term defined as ‘impassable’ and 
‘inclined to doubt’. For Remeggio, aporia manifests itself 
as an internal contradiction in his work, creating a dialogue 
between battling sentiments carved out in his visual 
decision-making process.

Through a varied series of works, this notion is explored 
in different ways, providing a philosophical thread that 
unites disparate collections – Family, created during 
lockdown; Flowers, which explores the role of flora in 
commemoration; Woman, which celebrates different facets 
of the feminine; and Aporia, a collection of primitive 
portraits which most fully embodies the idea of internal 
contradiction. “In ancient Greek philosophy this word 
indicated the impossibility of giving a precise answer to a 
problem,” Remeggio tells Bazaar. “We are faced with two 
solutions which, as opposed as they are, both seem valid. 
The image that remains on the blank canvas is the aporia 
that manifests itself from that need to communicate.” 

That idea of opposing but equally sound paths has had 
an impact on the type and scope of the Remeggio’s artistic 
output. “I discovered that I didn’t have just one pictorial 
practice, but several practices. All of my practices arise, not 
from reason, but from the feeling of love I have for art. 
Hence, pictorial cycles are born, which sometimes begin 

Reuse Map

Artworks by Manuel Remeggio
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 The CULTURE

and end, and sometimes last over time and are enriched 
with new paintings.” 

One such ‘cycle’ is Reuse, a mixed media series, which 
sees the artist use material from magazines and newspapers 
to layer on top of a painted canvas. Drawing on Dada 
principles of destroying traditional values in art and 
creating a new art to replace the old, and simultaneously 
engaging in a dialogue with sustainability via recycling and 
reappropriating, the series sees material taking on new 
meaning as it finds its place in a new context. “The Reuse 
Collection is a cycle of works that starts from the idea of 
reusing an existing image and giving it back life but with a 
different meaning,” Remeggio tells Bazaar. “It gives a 
second chance to images that would have remained closed 
off in a magazine after having being seen. In this way, for 
example, a newspaper page is no longer useful for the 
article itself but for the new image that results from it. In 
the same way, an advertising page in a magazine recaptures 
our attention – not for the advertising of a product or 
service itself – but in a totally new way, quite apart from its 
original intention.” Using, in some cases, portraits from 
the Aporia series as a starting point, Remeggio’s layering 
further adds to the notion of contradiction explored so 
frequently in his work. 

A landscape painting created by Remeggio’s father and 
Treviso artist Gianni Ambrogio also finds its way into 
Reuse. “I kept it in my studio for months looking at it with 
affection,” recalls Remeggio. “Then I decided to put it in 
the Reuse collection, rotating it and painting on it. It started 
out as a landscape, but it became a face.” 

The collection sees him draw inspiration from eclectic 
sources. “During a vacation with my family to a small 
village near Florence, I saw a Russian fashion magazine  left 
behind by a tourist and started leafing through it. I noticed 
some details that struck me – a suitcase, an historic car, 
jewels, a bride, a model, and each in turn became part of 

“ R E U S E  I S  A  C Y C L E  O F  W O R K S  T H A T 

S T A R T S  F R O M  T H E  I D E A  O F  

R E U S I N G  A N  E X I S T I N G  I M A G E  A N D 

G I V I N G  I T  B A C K  L I F E  B U T  W I T H  

A  D I F F E R E N T  M E A N I N G . ” 

M a n u e l  R e m e g g i o

Reuse Baggage

Reuse Jewel

the series. Returning from a trip to Singapore, I brought 
home a tourist map of the city and painted on it, without 
particular attention to the places that were represented, but 
rather to create a new form.”

The series will take on new life again with the launch of 
Reuse Special Infinity, an evolution of the original concept. 
This new iteration will see artworks continually modified 
over a lifetime, with a plethora of styles, materials and 
images existing in a single painting. “It might start out as 
an oil painting, then become a sculpture or an animated 
graphic video, before returning to a painting,” says 
Remeggio. “A single painting will become full and then 
empty and then full again, like the cycle of day and night, 
life and death, with each new version marking an ending 
but also a beginning, a rebirth.” Dates and times will be 
catalogued to show the transition of the piece through 
time. “It will be a continuous performance that will change 
over time. It could become a landscape, a portrait, a 
sculpture. Who knows how it will end?”   
www.manuelremeggio.com



One evening I took a wooden table that I had in my studio on which I had started a 
classic portrait to learn the restoration techniques representing Agnolo Doni of Ra�el-
lo Sanzio during the Saturdays at the Academy at the restoration course, and that I had 
never �nished, I turned it upside down and immediately I did the opera "Ra�aello 
Sanzio". The work itself represents the imprint that remains of the Aporia of the image 
as a temporal union between the art of the past with the present. A double self-por-
trait ... Perhaps it is no coincidence that in 2020 the 500th anniversary of the death of 
Raphael is celebrated

REUSE COLLECTION
oil on wood 80x60cm with frame



REUSE COLLECTION
"Repetto" mixed used on art newspaper 80x60cm



REUSE COLLECTION
"Mickey" mixed used on wood, paper and canvas



REUSE COLLECTION
"Mickey" mixed used oil on canvas 140x100cm



FLOWER COLLECTION inspired by nature

Flowers#collect an invitation was born from the desire to group all the signs or paintings with the shape of 
a �ower that have always appeared from the beginning in my paintings or drawings and to make macro 
shapes of these �owers by removing them from the �gure in some cases to abstract them. Why the �ower? 
Surely if I weigh the word �ower, I get the gesture of giving, and for those who own it we could say "Take 
an Invitation" With a �ower we say goodbye, remember, weep together or we share monitors of joy or 
commemoration. They also weigh on the sun�ower �elds of Van Gogh, or on the water lilies of Paul 
Cèzanne or on the �owers of Henri Matisse or on the pitcher the �owers of Banksy or on the Puppy of Je� 
Koons. I am also thinking of the Singapore orchid museum, especially the orchid dedicated to Nelson 
Mandela or Gothic stained glass windows. Another image that appears to me thinking of �owers, is my 
maternal grandmother who swims with a �ower cap in relief from the 60s and the great-grandmother who 
always wore a purple turban from the 40s. Here are the �owers that I draw perhaps as an unconscious 
gesture of love for me and grandmothers and through the signs that manifest themselves the way I 
remember them for the good that I have done and wanted. The �ower itself becomes a symbol to which 
we are all tied.



FLOWER COLLECTION inspired by nature

oil on canvas 170x130cm



FLOWER COLLECTION

all collection is 50x40cm oil stick on paper with frame



FLOWER COLLECTION



FLOWER COLLECTION



FLOWER COLLECTION



FLOWER COLLECTION



FLOWER COLLECTION



FLOWER COLLECTION



FLOWER COLLECTION inspired by nature

"Trittico Flowers" 210x50cm oil on canvas 



FLOWER COLLECTION inspired by nature

"Flowers in my garden" 80x60cm mixed on paper



APORIA COLLECTION inspired my feel

The term aporia (The term aporia, from the Greek aporia (impassable passage, dead end street), in ancient 
Greek philosophy a problem since we were faced with two solutions that, however opposite, both seemed 
valid). In this way we have a life to the image. Since I was a child I have been passionate about art mainly 
because of my family. They showed me the beauty of being curious in exploring life. This passion led me to 
attend the Art High School in Treviso with artist Francesco Michielin. During the Academy of Fine Arts in 
Venice, �rst with Vedova Emilio and then with the masters Finzi, Bendini and Martelli, and I was able to 
understand how much painting meant to me and how to express it. During my experience at Middlesex 
University Fine Art in London with artist Steve Mumberson I realized painting came from my heart and 
showed itself as an. So through this intimate process I started to create paintings that are the instinctive 
representation of this research. With the passing of time I became unable to express it despite my burning 
passion for painting. So I unintentionally stopped painting for a while to get some peace of mind and I 
devoted myself to ceramic design, communication and lighting projects. In 2016 I came home from a 
4-months lighting design experience in Dubai and I went back to painting with the purpouse of making 
aporia a way of painting to improve my and other people's life. Primitive art draws me a lot, not only for the 
painting itself, but because I feel very close to their... everything is connected. Even if we live in a big data 
age, I often think of primitive man who left us a mark ... an aporia. (rif. Altamira – Spain and Lascaux France). 
I am very attracted to the Nabis artist (Paul Gaugin in primis, for the use of the colour), the Fauves and 
Japonism (Henri Matisse for the mark and the decoration), and Francis Bacon.



APORIA 
British Art Prize Ashurst Emerging Art Prize London with catalog and exhibition for three months.

The judges wrote about my work:

"Manuel Remeggio is originally from Italy and studied Fine Art in 
Venice and then at Middlesex University. Manuel’s practice explo-
res the idea of aporia – an internal contradiction or battle. He uses 
his work to create a dialogue on this battle, explored through his 
visual decisions. His shortlisted work is part of the ‘Painting to 
Improve Life’ series which represent the internal faces or people 

through their composition. "

each paitng is 50x40cm with frame, oil on paper glued on canvas

Madam Mr. Blu Mr. Red Mr. Brown Mr. White

Mrs. RedMr. Blu twoTwin (l)Twin(r)Mr. Orange

Mr. Turquoise Mr. Yellow Mr. Orange 2 Twins Friends



APORIA 
British Art Prize Ashurst Emerging Art Prize London with catalog and exhibition for three months.



APORIA 
oil on canvas and charcoal 100x80cm 



APORIA 
"Amico" oil on canvas 120x70cm selected young artist 1998 Cordignano Udine Italy



APORIA 
oil on canvas 60x40cm



Family and friends are a source of inspiration in my paintings. They become memories of life lived together. 
The image is manifested on any medium and with di�erent techniques, canvas, photo or digital art.

FAMILY COLLECTION



FAMILY COLLECTION inspired by Family



FAMILY COLLECTION inspired by Family



FAMILY COLLECTION



FAMILY COLLECTION inspired by Family



FAMILY COLLECTION inspired by Family



FAMILY COLLECTION



FAMILY COLLECTION



FAMILY COLLECTION
digital art



FAMILY COLLECTION
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My name is Manuel Remeggio. I live in Treviso, a small town close to Venice. Since I was a 
child I have been passionate about art mainly because of my family. They showed me the 
beauty of being curious in exploring life. This passion led me to attend the Art High School in 
Treviso with artist Francesco Michielin. During the Academy of Fine Arts in Venice, first with 
Vedova Emilio and then with the masters Finzi, Bendini and Martelli, and I was able to 
understand how much painting meant to me and how to express it. During my experience at 
Middlesex University Fine Art in London with artist Steve Mumberson I realized painting came 
from my heart and showed itself as an "Aporia". So through this intimate process I started to 
create paintings that are the instinctive representation of this research. With the passing of 
time I became unable to express it despite my burning passion for painting. So I 
unintentionally stopped painting for a while to get some peace of mind and I devoted myself 
to ceramic design, communication and lighting projects. In 2016 I came home from a 4-
months lighting design experience in Dubai and I went back to painting with the purpouse of 
making aporia a way of painting to improve my and other people's life.Primitive art draws me 
a lot, not only for the painting itself, but because I feel very close to their... everything is 
connected. Even if we live in a big data age, I often think of primitive man who left us a 
mark ... an aporia. (rif. Altamira – Spain and Lascaux France). Iam very attracted to the Nabis 
artist (Paul Gaugin in primis, for the use of the colour), the Fauves and Japonism (Henri 
Matisse for the mark and the decoration), and Francis Bacon. Another theme dear to me is 
“Reuse”, paintings on paper of art newspapers, art magazines, comics ... I found it interesting 
because the image splits, the printed image was over, but now it regains attention with a 
fusion of reuse. The theme of reuse is inspired by Ready-made art but in a pictorial form.
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Exhibitions:

2020  Luxemburg art prize "Raffaello Sanzio" oil on wood 

2019 NYA Art Gallery NY 
2018 Selezionato International Art Prze London – Mostra di Pittura Ashurt Prize - 2018 
Collettiva di pittura Roma Flyer Gallery - 2013 Esposizione presso il Mart di Rovereto Le ricette 
dei designer, EditriceCompositori. Schizzi della ricetta “Pesce spada in torretta” 2012 invitato 
ad esporre presso XIII Biennale di Architettura Padiglione Italia “La Casa Sensoriale Domotica” 
i prodotti Marge, Flower Family e Peggy presso i Magazzini del Sale 3, Venezia a cura dell’arch. 
Lucilla del Santo 2011 invitato a “La casa Sensoriale” 
a basso costo e led. 2010 Le ricette dei designers2, Editrice Compositori, schizzi della ricetta 
“Une bonne
surprise” 2010 I.D.O.T. Folia piantana in carbonio e led selezionata come miglior design 
italiano
ed esposta presso Ambasciata a NewDeli. (idot foundation) 2010 Giovedì 7 ottobre alla 
Design Library di Milano, esposizione dei progetti Folia, Mamba e Peggy e FLower Family, 
insieme ad altri due designer sotto la regia di Virginio Briatore - 2010 Fuori salone, presso 
l’Ordine degli architetti di Milano, esposizione del progetto “We are all on same boat”, un 
prototipo di barchetta di carta fatta in polietilene
riciclabile a led con fotovoltaico per uso panca - 2010 Fuori Salone, presso la fabbrica del 
Vapore di Milano, esposizione della lampada Marge - 2010 Lampada Mamba selezionata al 
Trand Design 2010 di Francoforte. - 2009 Presentazione presso Ordine Architetti Firenze - 
Mostra Doppia Pelle "Black and Light" Artisit 18, undicesimo evento - prodotti manàmanà- 
Folia e Mamba -2009 Young Design European Creativity Roma Design+ in collaborazione con 
La Sapienza Roma dipartimento di design, Flower Family selezionata alla mostra e inserita nel 
catalogo
2009 Da nido a Guscio, invitato dalla rivista Ottagono al Sun di Rimini. 2008 Young Design 
European Creativity Roma Design+ in collaborazione con La Sapienza Roma dipartimento di 
design, Mamba selezionata alla mostra e inserita nel catalogo con in giuria Ron Arad.
Design D'OUTdore mostra Sun Rimini di Peggy e Flower Family. 2006, -SUR:REALI // 
Laboratori creativi italo:francesi 30 ARTISTI ITALIANI e 30 ARTISTI FRANCESI. 23 luglio - 
Ambasciata Italo-Francese.
2006 esposizione del progetto ceramico Life Style presso Galleria Magenta52 Milano
2005 esposizione permanente del ciclo di 12 formelle in ceramica per la facciata della nuova 
sede della galleria Magenta52, via del crocifisso Vimercate Milano. 2004 esposizione del ciclo 
di quadri realizzati a Londra presso la Galleria magenta52 allora in corso magenta Milano - 
2004 Mostra video proiezione bonsai in collaborazione con il maestro bonsai Salvaotore 
Liporace, Gant Belgio. - 2003 mostra presso Villa Benzi Treviso, pittura e video- 2003 Mostra 
Triennale Milano - Mini designer Awards Gillo Dorfles
2003 – Gate01 collettiva di giovani artisti. Esposizione del cortometraggio “HORSES IN MY 
DREAM” (CORTOMETRAGGIO ) TREVISO. -Mostra Collettiva “THE DIGITAL STROKE” , foto e 
video, arte digitale presso Cassa di Risparmio di Venezia, ( dal 16.06.2003 al 04.07.2003) - 
Mostra Collettiva “PORTRAITS, pretesti di immagine “, oli su tela, presso Galleria Magenta52, 
Corso Magenta 52, Milano ( dal 19.06.2003 al 04.07.2003) - Mostra Collettiva “ISTINTIVA-
MENTE” (dal 07.09.03 al 21.09.03) presso Villa Benzi Zecchini, Caerano di San Marco – Treviso). 
2002 - Collettiva di pittura presso Centro Culturale, Trento- Collettiva di pittura presso Centro 
Musica, Trento - Mostra di incisione " La Matrice Riflessa ", giovani artisti dell'Accademia di 
Belle Arti di Venezia presso Sala Consiliare, comune di Varmo - Udine(dal 20.04.02 al 02.05) e 
dal 12.05.02 al 05.06.02 presso Cassa di Risparmio di Venezia. Mostra personale di fotografia 
dal titolo “ CERTRE’ POTS HAND” Abano Terme. 2001 - Mostra di pittura " Cogliere un invito " 
presso Accademia di Belle Arti di Venezia. 1999 -Concorso di pittura a Cordignano -
segnalazione come giovane artista. -Mostra fotografica in bianco e nero sulle mura di Treviso 
1998 -Esposizione di disegno presso Cà dei Carraresi a Treviso con Liceo Artistico Statale 
Treviso.




